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Fluctuations and clinicity in tilted smectic liquid crystals
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~Received 25 October 2001; published 23 August 2002!

The overwhelming majority of tilted smectic liquid crystals exhibit synclinic (Sm-C) ordering~a uniform tilt
direction in all smectic layers! rather than anticlinic (Sm-CA) ordering ~a tilt direction that alternates from
layer to layer!. We propose that polar molecular-scale fluctuations of the interface between smectic layers
provide a general entropic mechanism favoring synclinic ordering, and present evidence from simulations of
the hard spherocylinder system in support of this hypothesis. We find that the entropy of the synclinic state of
L/D55 spherocylinders is higher than that of the anticlinic state for large tilt angles, and show that this
entropy difference can be directly traced to molecular-scale fluctuations of the layer interface. This entropic
mechanism may be suppressed in materials exhibiting anticlinic ordering due to a bent molecular conforma-
tional preference that quenches interface fluctuations.
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Among tilted smectic liquid crystals~LCs!, anticlinic or-
dering~a tilt direction that alternates from layer to layer! is a
rare and recently discovered phenomenon. To date,
;400 anticlinic Sm-CA LCs have been found, as compar
with ;10 000 known synclinic Sm-C LCs @1#, and the ma-
jority of these are structural variants of the first report
anticlinic material, MHPOBC@2,3#. Since the discovery o
anticlinic LCs, a number of molecular models for the Sm-CA
phase have been advanced~for a recent review see Ref.@4#!.
Based on extensive quantum chemical and atomistic sim
tion studies of MHPOBC@5,6#, we recently proposed that th
entropy content of molecular-scale fluctuations of the int
face between smectic layers~‘‘out-of-layer’’ molecular fluc-
tuations! provides a general thermodynamic mechanism t
uniquely favors synclinic ordering, and that the suppress
of out-of-layer fluctuations in MHPOBC and similar mate
als, due to their unusual conformational behavior, permits
appearance of anticlinic ordering@7#. Evidence for a corre-
lation between out-of-layer fluctuations and clinicity h
been found previously by Fukuda and co-workers, who
served distinct higher-order Bragg reflections in x-ray d
fraction measurements on several antiferroelectric liq
crystals@8#. This result suggests that out-of-layer fluctuatio
in Sm-CA materials are significantly smaller than in conve
tional smectics, which in most cases exhibit only a first-or
Bragg reflection. In this paper, we critically examine the ge
eral thermodynamic mechanism outlined above by asses
the contribution of molecular-scale interface fluctuations
the relative free energy of synclinic and anticlinic states
the hard spherocylinder system by means of Monte C
simulation.

The essence of this thermodynamic mechanism is c
tured by a simple conceptual model, the ‘‘sawtooth’’ mod
shown schematically in Fig. 1. In this model, out-of-lay
displacements of molecules in tilted smectic layers are
sumed to impart a polar, or ‘‘sawtooth,’’ character to fluctu
tions of the layer interface~a necessary consequence of t
symmetry of the interface!. When two adjacent layers ar
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tilted in the same direction, the sawteeth mesh, leading to
efficient filling of space. If adjacent layers are tilted in opp
site directions, however, the sawteeth do not mesh, and s
is not filled efficiently. Under constant-volume condition
the system fills space either by quenching out-of-layer fl
tuations or by increasing the in-layer molecular density~or
both!. In either case, there is an entropic penalty~the entropy
of the anticlinic state is lower than that of the synclin
state!, so the entropy associated with out-of-layer fluctu
tions uniquely favors the synclinic state.

To test this hypothesis, we have carried out a series
simulations of the hard spherocylinder system to direc
probe the contribution of out-of-layer fluctuations to the fr
energy difference between synclinic and anticlinic states.
performed constant-volume, variable cell shape Monte Ca
simulations of periodic systems of hard spherocylinders
the Sm-A phase. Systems consisting of 480 spherocylind

FIG. 1. Sawtooth model for interlayer tilt coupling. A synclini
structure~a! can accommodate large interface fluctuations wh
filling space efficiently. In an anticlinic arrangement~b!, the saw-
toothlike interface fluctuations do not mesh, and interface fluct
tions are suppressed~with an accompanying loss of entropy! to fill
space efficiently.
©2002 The American Physical Society11-1
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in four smectic layers with length/breadth ratioL/D55 were
simulated at a density ofr/rCP50.6, whererCP is the close-
packed density. This state point is in the middle of the SmA
phase range@9,10#.

Although the hard spherocylinder system does not exh
tilted smectic phases, we can measure the free energy d
ence between synclinic and anticlinic states of this sys
using the umbrella sampling~biased sampling! technique of
Torrie and Valleau@11#, making use of biasing potentials th
depend on the tilt and relative clinicity of adjacent smec
layers. The contribution of out-of-layer fluctuations to t
synclinic/anticlinic free energy difference is probed by r
peating the free energy calculations in the absence of ou
layer fluctuations. We also measure the entropy conten
out-of-layer fluctuations in the Sm-A phase, using a biasin
potential that depends on the root-mean-square out-of-l
displacement.

Umbrella sampling makes use of a biasing potential
measure the probability distribution of a quantityQ,

P~Q!5^d„Q2Q~rN!…&

5
1

ZE drNd„Q2Q~rN!…exp@2bU~rN!#, ~1!

for values ofQ for which P(Q) is small. Here,d is a Dirac
delta function,N is the number of particles,rN denotes the
set of particle coordinates,b5(kBT)21, wherekB is Boltz-
mann’s constant andT is the absolute temperature,U(rN) is
the potential energy, andZ is the configurational partition
function. The biasing potentialU8(Q) is applied to constrain
Q to some specifed range of values. The distribution ofQ in
the presence of a biasing potential is

P8~Q!5
1

Z8
E drNd„Q2Q~rN!…exp@2b„U~rN!1U8~Q!…#

5
Z

Z8
exp@2bU8~Q!#P~Q!, ~2!

whereZ8 is the partition function for the biased Hamiltonia
From this it follows that

P~Q!5
Z8

Z
exp@bU8~Q!#P8~Q!. ~3!

Thus, the distribution functionP(Q) can be obtained~to
within a multiplicative constant! from a measurement of th
biased distributionP8(Q). The Helmholtz free energyF as a
function of Q can then be obtained~to within an additive
constant! from @12#:

F~Q!52kBT ln@P~Q!#. ~4!

By piecing together distributions measured using a num
of biasing potentials, it is possible to constructP(Q) @and
thus F(Q)# over any specified range ofQ. Histograms ob-
tained with individual biasing potentials are combined
minimize the variance in the overallP(Q) using the
weighted histogram analysis method@13#.
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To measure the free energy of the hard spherocylin
system as a function of tilt angle, we constrain the cosine
the tilt angle of the nematic director with respect to the lay
normal (cosQ) with a harmonic biasing potential,

U8~cosQ!5
1

2
kQ~cosQ2cosQ0!2, ~5!

where cosQ5v•z, z is a unit vector normal to the smecti
layers, andv is the largest-eigenvalue eigenvector of the
dering tensor

Qab5
1

N (
i 51

N S 3

2
uia8 uib8 2

1

2
dabD . ~6!

Here,ui8 is the ‘‘modulated’’ director of moleculei,

ui85Rmui , ~7!

whereui is a unit vector along the long axis of moleculei
~the molecular director!, m is the index of the layer to which
moleculei belongs, andRm is a rotation matrix that rotate
the director of every molecule in layerm by an anglefm
5mDf aboutz. For finite Q0, choosingDf50 biases the
system towards a synclinic state,Df5p towards an anti-
clinic state, andDf52p/n towards a period-n clock state.

To measure the free energy~entropy! content of interface
fluctuations in the untilted (Sm-A) state, we carry out a sepa
rate series of simulations with a biasing potential of the fo

U8~D!5
1

2
kD~D2D0!2, ~8!

where

D5F 1

N (
i 51

N

~zi2z0m!2G1/2

~9!

is the instantaneous root-mean-square out-of-layer displ
ment. Here,zi is the projection of the position of moleculei
along z, and z0m is the z coordinate of the layer to which
moleculei belongs.

In Fig. 2 we show the reduced Helmholtz free ener
bF/N52S/NkB as a function of cosQ for synclinic and
anticlinic states of the hard spherocylinder system, produ
by imposition of orientational biasing potentials withDf
50 andDf5p, respectively. Also shown is the free energ
as a function ofQ ~inset!, and several representative co
figurations from this series of simulations. It is important
note that the biasing potential acts on overall~modulated or
unmodulated! nematic director of the system, not on ind
vidual molecules, and so is minimally perturbative. In pa
ticular, the biasing potential does not,a priori, suppress di-
rector fluctuations. As anticipated, we measure a small
significant difference in free energy between synclinic a
anticlinic states. The synclinic state has lower free ene
~higher entropy! than the anticlinic state for large tilt angle
(Q.15°), consistent with the simple sawtooth model. F
Q525°, for example, the free energy difference betwe
1-2
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anticlinic and synclinic states isb(Fanti2Fsyn)/N5(Ssyn
2Santi)/NkB50.006960.0025. Surprisingly, the free energ
of the anticlinic state is lower than that of the synclinic sta
for small tilt angles (Q,15°), a result at variance with th
simple sawtooth model. Note that the data for the syncli
state only extends up to tilt angles of;30°. Beyond this
point, the orientation of the layer normal spontaneou
changes via edge dislocation nucleation and migration.

To test the hypothesis that the observed free energy
ference is associated with out-of-layer fluctuations, we h
measured the reduced Helmoltz free energy of synclinic
anticlinic states of the hard spherocylinder system in wh
out-of-layer fluctuations are suppressed. The measured
energies are shown in Fig. 3, together with representa
molecular configurations from the simulations. In the a
sence of out-of-layer fluctuations, there is no significant f
energy difference between synclinic and anticlinic stat
This is a compelling evidence that the entropy associa
with out-of-layer molecular fluctuations accounts for the fr
energy difference seen in Fig. 2.

To further test this hypothesis, we have measured
root-mean-square out-of-layer displacementD as a function
of Q for both anticlinic and synclinic states, shown in Fig.
As expected, the amplitude of out-of-layer fluctuations in
anticlinic state is smaller than in the synclinic state for lar
tilt angles (Q.15°), but is larger for tilt angles smaller tha
15°. ForQ525°, we findDsyn2Danti50.065.

To carry this analysis a step further, we can assess
entropic cost of quenching out-of-layer displacements
measuring the free energy as a function ofD in the untilted
state of the hard spherocylinder system, as shown in Fig
The free energy is minimized forD50.535. ReducingD by
0.117 from its equilibrium value~to D50.418) leads to a
decrease in entropy equal to the measured entropy differ
between synclinic and anticlinic states atQ525°. This is of
the same order as, but somewhat larger than, the meas

FIG. 2. ~Color! Helmholtz free energy as a function of the c
sine of the tilt angle for synclinic~black! and anticlinic~red! states
of the hard spherocylinder system. Also shown is the free energ
a function of tilt angle~inset! for both states, and several represe
tative configurations of the system. Error bars are indicated by
tical lines.
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difference inD between synclinic and anticlinic states atQ
525° ~0.065!, suggesting that the variation in free ener
with D is more pronounced in tilted states than in the untilt
state. Nevertheless, this analysis demonstrates that the
tropy content of molecular-scale fluctuations of the interfa
between smectic layers is sufficient to account for the
served entropy difference between synclinic and anticli
states. It is interesting to note that the free energy cost of
is more than a factor of 2 smaller in the unconstrained s
tem than in the system in which out-of-layer fluctuations a
suppressed. For example, the free energy cost of a 25° t
bF/N50.2255 in the absence of out-of-layer fluctuatio
andbF/N50.0823~synclinic! or bF/N50.0892~anticlinic!
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-
r-

FIG. 3. ~Color! Helmholtz free energy as a function of the c
sine of the tilt angle for synclinic~green! and anticlinic~blue! states
of the hard spherocylinder system, from a series of simulation
which out-of-layer fluctuations were suppressed. Also shown is
free energy as a function of tilt angle~inset! for both states and
several representative configurations of the system. Error bars
indicated by vertical lines.

FIG. 4. ~Color! Root-mean-square out-of-layer displacementD
as a function of the cosine of the tilt angle for synclinic~black! and
anticlinic ~red! states of the hard spherocylinder system. Al
shown is theD as a function of tilt angle~inset! for both states.
1-3
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in the presence of out-of-layer fluctuations. This is larg
due to the fact that the entropy associated with out-of-la
fluctuations depends on the amplitude of molecular displa
ments along the molecular director~of orderD/cosQ) rather
than that of displacements along the layer normal~of order
D). Assuming thatD is independent ofQ, a simple free
volume estimate of the entropy difference between unc
strained and constrained systems gives (Suncon2Scon)/NkB

FIG. 5. Helmholtz free energy as a function of root-mean-squ
out-of-layer displacementD for the hard spherocylinder system. A
expanded view of the region near the minimum is shown in
inset. Error bars are indicated by vertical lines.
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52 ln(cosQ), under the further assumption that the in-lay
free area per molecule is the same for both constrained
unconstrained systems at a givenQ. This accounts for mos
of the free energy difference between constrained and un
strained systems, yielding, for example (Suncon2Scon)/NkB
50.0984 atQ525°.

In summary, we have shown that the entropy associa
with molecular-scale fluctuations of the interface betwe
smectic layers governs clinicity in the hard spherocylind
system, and that such fluctuations uniquely favor syncli
ordering for large tilt angles. This entropic mechanism m
account for the preponderance of synclinic (Sm-C) ordering
among tilted smectic LCs, and may be absent in mater
that exhibit anticlinic (Sm-CA) ordering, perhaps owing to
the suppression of out-of-layer fluctuations due to an intr
sic preference for bent molecular conformations@14,17#.
Suppression of out-of-layer fluctuations due to molecu
shape may play a role in the occurrence of other rare va
ies of smectic liquid crystals, including ‘‘de Vries’’ smectic
@15#, in the observation of a filament morphology for smec
domains growing from the isotropic melt for certain mate
als @16#, and in the remarkable ambivalence of bow-shap
mesogens with respect to their relative tilt and polar order
in adjacent smectic layers@17#.

The authors thank Dave Walba and Yves Lansac for us
comments. This work was supported by NSF MRSEC Gr
No. DMR 98-09555.
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